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A series of y'eactiuitSt-to-power frequarcy ,1,€-

sponse nteasuvenzents ?,uas made on the hlolten-
salt Reactor ExP erintent. Tlzis u)as clone for 233 ry
and 235 [/ fuels, for a vange af op erating power
leu els, at s eu eral points i,n the sysl e?n ofi erati.ng
Itistoyy, and ./'or seue]'ttl, different test pt oced"u?,es.
A cornparison oJ' experirnental resu,lts utith prior
theoreti.cdl predi.ctions confirmecl the uatirtity of
the theoretical prerii"ctiorzs. The test p?-ogram in-
cluded n?easu,rernents using fize pseu.clorarz.do.ftz
bina. ry s eque?zc e, f>s eudorartdo'm ternary seq:uer?,c e,
n- sequ,ettce, and the multifrequency binary se-

, guence.

:.!i. i!i'i.a. !....

I. INTRODUCTION

An extensive dynamics testing progr?r,r was
carried out at the Molten-Salt Reactor Experiment
(usRn ). 

t The tests consisted of reactivity to
power frcquency response measurenrents. The
purpose of the test program was: ,

1. to demonstrate the safety ancl operability of
the system

2. to check the valiciiiy of ilre theoretical anal-
ysis so that the safety of the plant coulct, be
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reassessed if necessary and so that con-
firrnec methods could be established. f or
anaryzing future, high -performance morten-
salt reactors

3. to evaluate techniques f or perf orniing dy -
narnics experimcnts and mefirods of data
anaiysis .

Tests were performed at several differ.ent power
ievels, &t several different times in the system,s
operati:rg history, ancl for the reactor fueled u'ith235u and with 233u. Items 1 and z were the main
objectives of the test proglarn, but ilris paper €rrr-
phasizes item 3 since it should be of general in-
terest to those planning dynamics tests in other
systems. Those interested only in the perfor *
manee of the MSRE could skip secs. f[ ancl III ancl
proceed directlSr to the results in Sec. IV.

II. PLANNINIG THE TESTS

A. Objective

The primary test objective was to ureasure the
reactivity-to-power frequency response over the
ran€le of frequencies where im1:ortant system cly -
namic effects occurred. Inspection of the fre -
quency response predictions (see Figs. B and 14
of Ref . U inclicated that nl.easurem ent.s clown to
'- 0.005 rad/.sec at the low frequency encl were
needed. It would have been dcsirable tq .arry the
hish frequency end of the measurements out to
about 50 racl/sec if $re zero-power reactor kinet-
ics effe.cts were to be observed. If ilre interest
were in feeclback effects, the upper frequency neecl
rrot have been greater ilran -0.b racl/sec. The ap-
proach used hcre was to deternrine ilre high fre-
queney ( 1.0 to 100.00 ract/sec ) response by noise
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nreasurements during z,eto-power operation. Sub-
secluent at -power measurements concentratccl on
the 0' 005- to 0. 5 -rad/sec rangc wler€ feeclback
effects tvere inrportant,

B. Equipment used in Experimentaf ftlleasurements

The selection of the experinental methods for
the MSRB dynamics tests was based on the infor-
mation required and on the capabilities of the
available equipment. Fortunately, the emphasis
on low frequency results ( 0.0c5 to 0. b rad/sec )made it possible to obtain the important part of
the system frequency resparrs€ using the standard
MSRB control rods to int'oduce the input reacti-
vity perturbations.

The MsItB has three identical control rods,
each with an active rength of sg.4 in. one rod isnormally designated as the regulating rod a'd is
used for fine control. The other two rods are used
as shinr rods for coarse adjustrnents. The rodsare actually flexible, stainless -steel hoses on
which are strung gadoliniurn oxide poisori cylin-ders. The rods are mounted in thimbles which
have two 30-deg offsetting be*ds so that the rocls
can be centrally located even though ilrere is no
room for the control-rod clrive assemblies abovethe central a:<is of the core. The murimum rod
speed is - 0. 5 in. /see. Typical rod travel in the
experiments was - 0. b in. for most of the 23s utests and 0.3 in. for most of the 233U tests. Thisgave a reactivity change of -0.025Vo 0g) in the235u tests a'd -0.02vo (izg) in the *ru tests.

Figure 1 shows the contror-rod and drive fl,s-sembly. The position indication for eacrr rod was
obtained from a synchro geared to the rod drive
mechanisrn. A coarse synchro (b-deg rotation per
inch of rod travel) was used in u""ly tests and afine synchro (60-deg rotation per inch of rodtravel) was used in rater tests. The signar from
the position synchro was anrplified and 1ow-passfiltered ( l-sec time constant) to eliminate high
frequency noise and ilre accompanying aliasing .i_
fect prior to input into the Bunker Ramo computer,
BR-340, where the signal was digitized eue"y 0.25
sec and recorded on magnetic tape.

The nuclear power level signal was furnished
by the output of a compensated ion charnber loca-ted acliacent to the core. This signal was also
amplified, low-pass filtered (l-sec iinre constant),
digitized at 0.zs-sec intervals, a'd recorded on
rnagnetic tape.

The BR-940 computer was also used in con_junction with a portable analog computer forgeneration of the input sigrral for the test. A com-puter program was prepared for on-line genera-tio* of each test signal used in the teJts (the
signals are described in Sec. f[.C .Z),

104

C. Test Signals

1. tntroduction Test signal selection was influ-
enced by considerations of accuracy requirements,
frequellcy range over which information was
need€d, and harclware capabilities. The following
input signals were used during the testing pro-
gram:

a. pulse

b. step

c. pseudorandom binary sequence

d. pseudoranclom ternary sequence

€. n-sequence

f . multifrequency binary sequence (flat input
spectrum)

g. multifrequency binary sequence (prewhit_
ened output spectrum).

Pulse and step tests are easy to implement, but
these signals give results with limited accuracy.
This is because the signals are nonperiodic, illdtherefore have a continuous frequency spectrum
a'd resulting low signal ene-rgy in the neighbor-
hood of a frequency of interest.

The other five signals are more trouble to im-plement, but they permit more accurate results.
This is bbcause they are periodic, and therefore
concentrate the signal energy in discrete harmon_
ic frequencies. rn alr of the tests using periodic
signals, the period is determined by the lowest
desired frequency: v -

T = 2T
(t)r

where

T = period

ut = lowest desired frequency

For example, the required period for a test inwhich the lowest required frequency is 0.01rad/sec in 628 sE-c. All other harmonics would be
at integer multiples of 0.01 rad/sec. The accura-
cy of the results is improved by using input sig-
nals consisting of tnore than 1 cycle. In the MSRE
measurements 2 to 10 cycles were used.

2. Properties of htfutt Signals.

a. htlse. The energy density e of a pulse ofduration r and arnplitude A at frequency,i" g*",
by:

a

e = ry leilteT/z)-l '2n L vTTTJ '
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REVERS|BLE DRIVE MOTON

COOLANT TO DRIVE
ASSEMELY

TCOOLING
GAS INLET

COOLING GAS

COf.lTAlN€R

-POSITION 
IhDICATOR

SYNCHRO TRANSTiITTER

FIXED DRIVE SUPPORT AND
3 - in. CONTAINiv€NT TUBE

ANT TO
POISON ELEMENTS

* in.o. D.-3o4 s. s.- FLExTBLE

HOSE CABLE

SPRING LOADED ANTIBACKLASH
HEAD AND IDLER GEAR

l6-in. RADIUS x 3O" BEND

COOLANT
EXHAUST -_-_*O--

BEADED POISON ELEMENTS

2- in CONTAINMENT THIMBLE

Fig, 1. Control-rod drive assembly,

This spectrum appears in Fig. 2. Note that the
amplitude i.s expressecl as energy spectral density
(energy per unit frequerlcy).

b. Step. A step input may be thought of as a
pulse whose duration has gone to infinity. The
step test is suitable only for systems rvhose r€-
sponse settles to some constant value after the

NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY VOL. 10 TEBRTIANY 1971

step input. This requires that the systemts zeto-
frequency gain be a finite constant (including zero).
In principle, the step input contains an infinite
amount of ener€ry, but this energy is'concentrated
in the low frequencies where it is of little use.

c. Pseudorandont Binary Sequ.ence. The pseu-
dorandom binary sequence (PRBS) is often used

a,

t05
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DIMENSIONLESS FREOUENCy ( o T)

Fig. 2. Energy spectrum of a square pulse.

for frequency response measurements and for ap-
proximate impulse response measurements. The
methods for generating the pRBs are well
known."t These methods $ve periodic sequences
of +lts and - lts (each member of the sequence is
called a bit). The total number of bits in ilre se-
quence N must be 2z 1 for any integer value of
z, The period of the signal is given by the prod-
uct of the number of bits N and ilre bit time in-
terval At.

The spectrum of the pRBs with pulse arnplitude
A and total test duration I is given by:

A, = 2 (N + 1)A,r fgl#.4Dl 
, 

ror te / arr& arwt

greatest arnplitucler (thereby furnishing a measure
of the ban.Iu'idth of il^rc signal):

hp =0.44N ,

wher e ht, = harmonic nurnber of the harmonic with
half the pcwer as the harmonic with the greatest
po\,vei'. Thus, if the lowest frequency is (oL

rad/sec, and the required highest frequency is @tt
rad/s€c, then the number of bits is given by:

J[ = 2.27 uh 
.

&)r

The bit duration A I is fixecl by the highest
quenclr of interest. The relation is

Lt = 2'77-
cnl

of course, these are just rules of thumb. ff the
total signal enerry is too small, the signal enerry
per harmonic may be too small even for the har-
monic with the largest amplitude.

d. Pseudorando?n Ternary sequence. The pseu-
dorandom ternary sequenceo (pRTs) is similar to
the PRBS, but three levels of the input signal are

o.f

oos

o.02

o.or

o.oo5

o.oo2

o oor
tz,5to?o50too

HARMONIC NUMEER

Fig. 3. Energy spectrum for severar PRBS signals.
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where Ap = amplitude of the energy spectrurn at
the &'th harmonic frequency. The spectra for
several sequences are shown in Fig. g. Note that
the short sequences concentrate rnost of the signal
enerry in the first few harrnonics and ilre longer
sequences spread the signal power among more
harmonics.

In planning a test, one must select the periocl to
give the reqtrired lorvest frequency. The required
upper frequency fixes the sequence length N or
equivalently (since the periocl i.q fixect) ttre bit dur-
ation. The following relation specifies ilre har-
monic nunrber at which the signal power is half as
Iarge as the amplitude of the harnronic with the

t06
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ou=&eiffi14#Pl' rorpodd (5) ao=t!!;i)AtlW' rorftodd 
(6)

used (-1r 0, +1). The numiler of shifts in these-
quence is given by N = $z - 1) f or integer
values of Z .

The spectrum of the PRTS with pulse amplitude
A and total test duration 7'is given by:

Ap = 0 for&even.
This shows that the shape of the PRTS spectrum
is the sarne as for the PRBS. However, only the
odd harmonics are non -zeto and they have an am-
plitude u'hich is one-third larger than the corr€s-
ponding amplitude of a PRBS harnronic f or a
sequence with the salne value of N. Figure 4
shows a cornparison of these signals. The proper-
ties given in'Eqs. (2) trrrough (4) for the PRBS also
apply for the PRTS.

The PRTS is of interest because it has the ad-
vantage that it cliscriminates against nonlinear
effects. This may be advantageous because it
allows one to use large amplitude sigrrals in fre-
quency response measurements. The PRTS has
the disadvantage that in the MSRE (and in many
other reactor systerns ) a three -level input is
harder to implement with system hardware than a
two-Ievel signal.

e . n-sequence. Thc n-sequenceu is obtained. by
a sirnple rirocii{ication of the PRtsS. T}re mociifica-
tion consists of inverting every other bit in a
PRBS. Since the number of bits /V in a PRBS is

o.ol
O.Or o.r I

NORIT|ALIZED HARMONIC NUMBER ( k/N)

KCTIin et aI. EXI,T]RIf]NCHS WITII DYNAIVIIC TtsSTING

always odd, the number
obtainecl by nrc-.lification

The spectrum of the
pulse arnplitude A, anC
given by:

of bits in an n-sequence
of an N-bit PRBS is 2N.
tt-sequence with N bits,
total test duration T is

Ap - 0 for & even.

Figure 4 shows a eomparison of the spectrum for
the n-sequence zurd the PRBS and PRTS. Since the
shape of the amplitude spectrum is the same as
for the PRBS, the bandrvidth relations lgqt . (2)
through (4)] stilt apply.

The n.-sequence discriminates against nonlin-
ear effects as in the case of the PRTS signal.

f . Multifrequency Binary Sequence (MFBS) -
I'lat Sfectrum. In all frequency response lrlea-
surements, a major obj ective is to select input
signals with a large fraction of the total available
signal energy concentrated in the f requencies
selected f or measurement. Generally, it is de-
sirable to space the harmonics evenly on a loga-
rithmic scale except in regions where more
resolution is needed. Since the harmonics of the
PRBS, PRTS, and n-sequence are evenly spaced on
a linear scale, the spacing of the harmonics is too
dense at the higher frequencies (see F'ig. 3). This
constitutes a waste of siEral energy irr identifying
nearby harmonics which are only sliglrtly different
from one another,

An alternate procedure is to design a test sig-
nal rvhich maximizes the fraction of the total
signal energy in harrnonics selected by the ex-
perimenter. A sigrral of this type can be obtained
by a computer optimization of the polarities of the
pulses in 4 pulse chain of fixed length. The ob-
jective functiotr, rvhich is minimized in the opti-
mization, is the differerlce between the desired
spectrum and the spectrum obtained for a given
pulse chain. Experience shows that as much as 65
to 75Vo of the total signal power can be concsrl-
tratecl in selectecl harmonics.u" Furthermor€, the
signal can be desig:red so as to discriminate
against nonlinear effects.

A typical signal used in the MSRE experiments
appears in Fig. 5.

g. It'Iultifr.equency Binary Sequence (lvlFBS)-
Prepltitened S\ectrunt. One of the main reasons
for interest in the PRBS, PRTS, and rr-sequence is
flrat the amplitude spectrum can be made quite flat
over a wide frequency ran€le. This is important in
measurements rvith large noise contamination of
the input sigtral. The procedure for such a system
woutrcl be to use as nruch input signal energry as
possible (withln limits set lly system operating

6
P r.o
o-
o
F
o
tr,
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J

=E,oz
lr,o)tr o.t
o--

Flg. 4. Envelope of amplitude spectra for IlItBS, PIiTS,
and rr-sequence.
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Jl*arrSrc

(o} THE INPUT SIGNAL

rda

ldl
to-2

FREeUENcv (rad/lec)

(b} ENERGY SPECTRUM

Fig. 5. MFBS flat spectrunr signal and its spectrurn.

conditions and nonlinear effects ) anO to divide this
energy evenly among the desired harmonics so
that the signal-to-noise ratio would be as high as
possible at each measurement frequency.

In systems in which the predominant noise
contanrination is in the out/tut signal, the same
observations apply as were mentioned above in
connection with an input-noise problem. That is,
each. output harmonic srroulcl contain the muimum
possible sigrral energy. Thus, for systems with
output noise problems (a common case) trre output
amplitude spectrum should be flat. This can be
accomplished by using an input signal whose &rrr-
plitude spectrum ha^s a shape which is the recip-
rocal of the amplitude spectrum of the system
freqriency response.

A method has been developed? for obtaining a
flat output spectrum if preliminary estimates of
the amplitude of the system frequency response
are available from theoretical calculations or
from preliminary measurements. The procedure
is the same as described in the previous section,
except that the desired anlplitude spectrum used
in the optimizatiorr has the shape of the recipro-
cal of the expected shape of the amplitucle of the
system frequency response. The amputucle spec-
trum of a typicat input signal for a prewhitened
MFBS test is shown in Fig. 6.

3. signal hput Procedures; Three different pro-
cedures were used in the tests. The changes were
required to overcorne probrems rvith ilre control
rods and with the system background flux noise.

t08

a. open-Loop Rod Positicming. This procedure
was used in the early tcsts. The desired input
signal generated by the BR- 340 computer was
used to actuate vrithdraw and insert signals to
the control -rod drive motor. The withclraw and
insert times were different because the coasting
characteristics of the rod were different f or
with drawals and insertions. The withdraw and
insert times were adjusted manually during the
beginning of the test to grve the desired pulse
shapes. This procedure worked well when the
control rocls v/ere new, but the wear associated
with long-term operation caused difficulty in
later tests.

b. Flux Deneand. The flux demand procedure
was used to overcome the problerns associated
with open-Ioop tests. The procedure was to feed
the test sequence in as a ftux demand signal for
the flux-servo system. This caused the control
rods to move to satisfy the flux demand. In ilris
test, the spectrum of the flux signal had the ap-
proximate shape of the spectrum of the test 

"L-. quence. The amplitude of the spectrum of the
input was approximately the amplitude of the flux
signal divided by the amplitude of the system fre-
quency response at that frequency.

This procedure worked satisfactorily for the
final tests with the 235u loading. The only ccndi-
tion was that the flux servo systein had to be ad-

fO-'25tO-lZSr9o?5rc
FREQLTENCy (rodlsccl

(D} ENERGY SP€CTRUM

Flg. 6. MFBS prewhitened signal and its spectrum.
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justed to avoid hunting by the control rod. This
was necessary because of loose coupling in the
rod drive mechanism (see Fig 1), which caused
an error in every indicated rod position change.
If each rod position change was llreceded by a
change in the opposite direction, then each read-
ing was in error by a multiplicative factor. When
rod position changes in arbitrary directions were
made, the indicated position error was not a
simple factor and it was impossible to obtain r€-
liable rod position indications.

When the reactor operated with 233U fuel , a
change in system characteristics made the flux
demand procedure unacceptable. Shortly after
operation began rvith 233U fuel, tlr€ voicl fraction
in the fuel salt increased significantly with an &c-
eompanying increase in flux noise. This noise
component in the error signal in tlre servo caused
excessive rod motion. This was unaccepta"ble be-
cause of the problem with erroneous rod position
signals.

c. Closed-Loop Rod Positioning. The prob-
lems with the flux demand test led to the closed-
loop rod positioning procedure. In this procedure,
the flux signal from the ion chamber was discon-
nected from the servo system and was replaced
by the rod position signal. Then, the error signal
rvhich actuated the control-rod drive wa,s the dif-
ference b€frv€€n acfual and desired rod position
signal. This procedure was satisfactory in all
tests,

III. DATA ANALYSIS IUIETHODS

Three different digital computer codes were
used in the data analysis. These are described
briefly below:

1. FOURCO. s This cocle computes the Fourier
transform of the output signal and the input sig-
nal, ard computes their ratio to give the frequen-
cy response.

2. CPSD.S This code is based on a digital
simulation of bandpass filters. The filters have
adjustable bandwidths, as opposed to the other
two analysis methods in which the effective band-
widths are determined by the duration of the data
record analyzecl.

3. CABS.ro This code cornputes the autocorre-
lation function of the input, the autocorrelation
function of the output, and the cross-correlation
function for input and output. These are then
Fourier transformed (using FOURCO) to give the
input power spectrum, th€ output power spectrunt,
and the cross power spectrum. The frequency
response is given by the ratio of the cross power
spectrum to the input power spectrulll.

NUCLEAR TECHNOI.,OGY VOL. 10 FEI]RUARY T9?1
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IV. RESULTS

The large number of clifferent tests (over 50)

makes it impossible to show all the results in
this paper'. Instead, some typical results will be
shown, and t comparison with theoretical results
will be madc. (tfre reader may consult Refs.7 r 9,
and 11 for more details on test results.)

Fr equency Re sponse Results

a, 235U Fuel, hi.tial OBeratf.on. For these early
tests, the inlrut consisted of a reactivity pulse, a
reactivil;y step, of a pseudorandom binary reac-
tivity input. The input procedure was the open-
Ioop rod positioning procedure, and all three data
analysis methods were used, Figure shows the
zeto-power frequency response for the "uu-fueled
reactor with fuel salt stationary. This figure also
shows the noise analysis results 12 at high f re-
quency. The comparison of the magnitude with
calculations is quite good. The phase results are
Iess satisfactory.

- Figure B shows the frequency response at 2.5
MW. The agreement between the shape of the
measured frequency response and the shape of the
predicted frequency response is good for magni-
tude and phise. The differences between the
theoretical and experimental results for the absc-
lute value of this magnitude are not compietely
understood, but it is suspected that the problems
with accurate rod position indications and with
establishing the true power level by heat balances
are largely responsible for the differences. (The
frequency response is a strong function of power
level. See Figs. B and 14 of Ref. 1.) fne autocor-
relation function of the rod position signal and the
cross-corr€lation function for the 2.5 MW test ap-
pear in Figs. 9 and 10. The blips near each end
are due to asymmetry in the pulses (the positive
pulses do not have exactly the same shape as the
negative pulses). These blips are predictable
from the theoretical properties of pseudorandom
binary signals with asymmetrical pulses.tt These
blips were not observed during the first tests (be-
fore the power was increased to 2.5 MW), but they
have been observed intermittently in subsequent
tests. They cause no problems in obtaining fre-
quency response results. They are included here
to illustrate,an unexpected feature in the test re-
sults which were bothersonle until the cause was
understood. .

Figrrre 11 shows the results at ?.5 MW. From
this figure, it appears that the dip in the amplitude
at *0.24 rad/sec in the preclicted frequency r€-
sponse is too large irr the theoretical predictions.
Since this calculated dip was due to fuel recircu-
lation effectsrt it appears ttrat tnore mixing of the

t09
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fuel salt in the external loop should be inctuded in
the theoretical model.

A measure of the adequacy of the theoretical
model is its ability to predict the natural period of
oscillation of the power response following a re-
activity perturbation. The comparison of the
experimental results with theoretical predictiops
(see Fig. I of Ref. 1) appeals in Fig. LZ.

b. 235 ry FueI, Intermed.iate Issfs. Measure-
ments were made again afier 1 year of power
operation (2100 e q u i v a I e nt full-power hours).
Pseudorandonl binary sequerlce inputs were trsed
at porver levels of 1, 5 , and 7 MW. The opel)- loop
rod positioning procedure was used. These tests
shorved rlo significant changes in the dynarnic
characteristics due to aging.

c. 2s6 ry I'rrcI , Fittal lesfs. A final set of rnea-
surements for the ?3su-fuelecl system were nracle
after llrore than 9000 equivalent full-power hours
of operation. Input steps, pseuclorurdorn binary

lt0

sequences, and pseudorandotn ternary sequences
were. used. The last attempts at open-loop rod
positioning were made in some of ilre PRBS tests.
This procedure worked occasionally, but it was
not reliable. The fltx demand method was usecl
for most of these tests to overcorne problerns
encountered with th€ open-loop roC positioning
method. Figure 13 shows results from flux cle-
mand tests using one of the few satisfactory PRTS
signals. These results show flrat there were llo
aging effects which caused significant changes in
the power hours of operation.

d. 233 11 lluel , Irtitial Operation. plans were
made to use the flu:i demand technique in the cly-
namics tests for the 233U loacling, but this proce-
dure pro\red unacceptable because of the problelns
mentioned in Sec. fr.C.3. This led to the use of
the closecl-loop rod positioning nreilrod, which
proved to be satisfactory, and rvhich was used in
all subsequent tests. Pseudoranclom binary s€-
quences and pseudorandorll temary sequences

ZERO POWER

7-sec PULSE , TEST NO. t r
7-sec PULSE , TEST NO. Z l
3.5-sec PULSE . TEST NO. 3 a
3.5-sec PULSE.TEST tiO. 4 o
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I'ig. 10, Cross-correlation function for a 511-bit PRBS test at 2.b MW.
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v/ere used, Typical results are shown in Figs . L4

and 15 for PI?,BS and PRTS tests. The PRIIS re-
sults shown in Fig . 14 arc in good agreement with
theory and the scatter is small. The theory still
shows too large a dip at A.24 rad/s€c , indicating
too little rnixing in the theoretical model. The
PRTS results shown in Fig. 15 have the same
general form a^s the PRBS results, but the scatter
is excessive. This is apparently due to the prob-
Iems in determining the rod position accurately
for the three-level signal (see Sec. If .C.3).

e. 233 ry FueI, Final Tests. A finat series of
tests was run ^.-g months later. For the final
tests, the PRBS, the n-sequencer the MFBS-flat
spectrum, and the MFBs-prewhitened spectrum
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u'ere used. Results are shorvn in Figs. 16 through
19. These results again clemonstrate ilrat there
was no significant change in system dynamics due
to agrng.

In these tests, cornparisons were rnade of the
different test signals, In general , the aclsantage of
the IvIFBS was demonstrated. ir is not possibte to
present the cletails of the comparison here (see
Ref. ?), but some typicai results are shown in
Table I. This table shows re sults f or a PRIIS test
and an MFBS test. Each test ccnsisted of B cycles
and each cycle was analyzeo separately to give an
independent estimate of the frequency re.sponse.
The lorver percent deviations for the MFBS tests
are due to the higher signal-to-noise ratio at each
measurement frequency, rvhich occur because the
input signals concentrate the available energy in
thes e frequencies.

The prervhitening technique was of little benefit
because the amplitude of the MSRE frequency re-
sponse did not change very much over the fre-
quency range of interest.

tos to-z z s to-f

FREQUENCY (rodlsec)

TABLE I

tBasedlon B cyeles of datz. Both signals had same arn-
plitude and bit duration. The MFBS hact LzB bits and the
PRBS had L27 bits.

v. coNclu$torus

The main conclusion as far as the MSRE pro-
gram is concerned is that the dynamic character-
istics of the MSRE were found to be satisfactory
and essentially as predicted, for both the 235U 

ancl
the 233 U fuel loadings.

Conclusions having to do with experiences
performing dynamics tests on a system with
special provision for test equipment are:

1. By proper matching of the testing method to
the system characteristics and to the characteris-
tics of normal system hardware, it was possible
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Persent Deviationa
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0.0 49
0.082
g.L2
0.15
a.2t
a.2B
0.3 5
0.4L
0.48
0.54
0.61

16.0
7.3
4,I
4.6.
7.0
4.4
3.9
4.0
3.9
3.6
1.8
3.3

34.0
16.4

'1.3
9.2
6.6

1?.8
16.6

9.5
9.8
5.1
'1.9
5.8
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to rneasure the systern frequency response without
the expense of installing an oscillator rod.

2. A thorough undcrstanding of the properties
of test signals is a great help in selecting the
optimum test signal for a particula.r application.
Our experience suggests that the M fBS signal
rnay have the widest general utilrty of the rnethods
used in the MSRE tests.
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